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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Impaired cerebrovascular reactivity has been associated with decreased cortical thickness in patients
with arterial occlusive diseases. This study tests the hypothesis that severe hemodynamic impairment, indicated by increased oxygen
extraction fraction ratios on positron-emission tomography with 15O tracers, is associated with decreased cortical thickness in patients
with Moyamoya phenomenon.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients with unilateral or bilateral idiopathic Moyamoya phenomenon were recruited. Oxygen extraction
fraction ratio maps were generated from cerebral images of O[15O] counts divided by H2[15O] counts with normalization by corresponding
cerebellar counts. The normal range of the oxygen extraction fraction ratio was estimated from historically available healthy control
subjects. Cortical thickness was estimated from T1-weighted MR imaging and FreeSurfer. Regional samples of oxygen extraction fraction
ratios and cortical thicknesses were drawn using FreeSurfer parcellations, retaining only parcellations from the vascular territory of the
middle cerebral artery.

RESULTS: Complete MR imaging and PET datasets were available in 35 subjects, including 23 women; the mean age at scanning was 44
years. Patients with Moyamoya phenomenon had a significantly increased regional oxygen extraction fraction ratio compared with 15
healthy control subjects (P � .001). Regional oxygen extraction fraction ratio and age were significant predictors of cortical thickness (P �

.001 for each) in a generalized linear mixed-effects model. Using hemisphere averages and patient averages, we found that only age was a
significant predictor of cortical thickness (P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Chronic hemodynamic impairment, as indicated by a higher regional oxygen extraction fraction ratio, was significantly
predictive of reduced cortical thickness in mixed-effects analysis of FreeSurfer regions. This phenomenon may be related to reversible
metabolic down-regulation.

ABBREVIATIONS: OEF � oxygen extraction fraction; OEFR � oxygen extraction fraction ratio; SEM � standard error of measurement

Chronic hemodynamic impairment from basal artery occlu-

sive disease may lead to regional reductions in cortical thick-

ness. Fierstra et al1 examined patients with unilateral occlusive

cerebrovascular disease using CO2 reactivity and diminished

blood oxygen level– dependent responses as a marker for regional

hemodynamic impairment. They demonstrated that regions with

steal physiology and a reduced blood oxygen level– dependent

response to CO2 had cortical thickness (2.40 � 0.03 mm standard

error of measurement [SEM]) that increased 5.1% after successful

surgical revascularization (2.53 � 0.03 mm SEM).Received February 12, 2018; accepted after revision August 6.
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Methods to categorize hemodynamic impairment are based

on the response of the cerebrovasculature to vasodilatory chal-

lenges, measurements of increased blood volume, mean transit

time, or measurements of an increased oxygen extraction fraction

(OEF).2 The diminished blood oxygen level– dependent response

to CO2 is likely a response of pre-existing autoregulatory vasodi-

lation in response to reduced perfusion pressure.2 OEF measure-

ment uses 15O radiotracers to quantify oxygen extracted from

blood by the brain. When cerebral blood flow falls, the OEF can

increase from a normal baseline of 40% up to 80% to maintain

normal oxygen metabolism and brain function.3,4 Increased OEF

has been shown to be a powerful predictor of stroke in patients

with atherosclerotic carotid artery occlusion.2,5-7

Quantitative OEF requires radial artery cannulation, multiple

levels of calibrations, and the assumption that first-passage of the

bolus of radiolabels along the radial artery is an accurate proxy for

first-passage of the bolus through the cerebral circulation. For

chronic carotid occlusive disease, methods of OEF estimation us-

ing emission counts and normalization against reference values

have had comparable predictive values for clinical outcomes and

improved receiver operating characteristics.8,9 In this work, we

used the ratio of count-based OEF (OEFR) in the cerebral regions

to count-based OEF in the cerebellum for all analyses.10

This study sought to test the hypothesis that chronic hemo-

dynamic impairment, as identified by an OEFR, is associated

with decreased cortical thickness in patients with Moyamoya

phenomenon.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Technically sufficient MR imaging, PET imaging, and clinical

data were obtained from 35 patients enrolled in a prospective,

blindly adjudicated study of hemodynamic factors and stroke

risk.11 Inclusion criteria were unilateral or bilateral Moyamoya

phenomenon by angiography. Patients with prior surgical revas-

cularization were included if the contralateral hemisphere was

affected and untreated or if there were recurrent symptoms in the

treated hemisphere. In analyses, data were excluded if the encom-

passing hemisphere demonstrated cortical infarction or hemor-

rhage. These inclusion and exclusion criteria and their applicabil-

ity to cerebral hemispheres as well as individual patients were

based on criteria used in previous cortical thickness studies of

Moyamoya phenomenon by Fierstra et al.1 On enrollment, pa-

tients traveled to Washington University Medical Center for a

detailed neurologic history, physical examination, interviews for

baseline demographics and stroke risk factors, MR imaging, and

PET imaging.

The present data are a subset of data from a prospective natu-

ral history study by Derdeyn et al.11 Of the 50 subjects in the

previous study, 15 were excluded from this study because of the

following: technically incomplete imaging necessary for this

study, bilateral infarctions, bilateral hemorrhages, or surgical

treatment with improvement. Methodologic differences between

the prior study and this one included the following: use of Free-

Surfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu)12-14 automated cor-

tical parcellations, classification of regions most likely to be in the

MCA vascular territory, granular identification of regional peaks

of OEFR, and use of generalized linear mixed models.

Solely for purposes of estimating the range of normal values

for OEFR, technically sufficient, historically available PET data

from Grubb et al6 were gathered from 15 subjects, including 8

women, who had previously been recruited for healthy control

PET measurements; the mean age for this cohort was 48 �18

years. All control subjects had normal neurologic examination

findings and normal brain MR imaging findings. Cortical thick-

ness assessments were not technically feasible in the historical

data. Written, informed consent was obtained for all patients and

healthy subjects according to guidelines of the Washington Uni-

versity institutional review boards.

PET Imaging
All PET imaging was performed at a single ECAT EXACT HR�

scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Scanning began with

transmission acquisitions from [68Ge]/[68Ga] sources for attenu-

ation correction. Subjects inhaled 1 or 2 breaths from tubing con-

nected to a shielded canister containing room air and 100 mCi

(nominal) of O[15O]. Emission scanning began simultaneously,

lasting 120 seconds. After waiting at least 15 minutes, a bolus of 75

mCi (nominal) of H2[15O] was injected through an antecubital

intravenous cannula, and emissions were scanned for 120 sec-

onds. Following filtered back-projection reconstruction with cor-

rections for normalization, attenuation, and scatter, recon-

structed images had 2.0 � 2.0 � 2.4 mm resolution in an FOV of

128 � 128 � 63 voxels. Dynamic oxygen and water image frames

were temporally summed over 40 seconds starting from the time

of tracer arrival into the FOV; then they were Gaussian-filtered to

the measured point-spread function of the scanner, 7.3 � 7.3 �

5.3 mm full width at half maximum.15,16

MR Imaging
All MR imaging studies used the same 3T system (Magnetom Tim

Trio; Siemens). MR imaging was performed within 24 hours of

PET scanning, in most cases within 1 hour after the conclusion of

PET studies. All except 4 patients were scanned by MPRAGE se-

ries (TR, 2000 ms; TE, 2.97 ms) with a sagittal orientation, 1 � 1 �

1 mm resolution, and 208 � 256 � 144 FOV. Some MPRAGE

scans had 1.25 � 1.25 � 1.3 mm resolution. For detecting white

matter lesions, FLAIR series (TR, 4000 ms; TE, 294 ms; 0.9 �

0.9 � 5.0 mm resolution; 256 � 256 � 26 FOV) and T2-weighted

imaging (TR, 3200 ms; TE, 319 ms; turbo spin-echo; 0.45 �

0.45 � 5.0 mm resolution; 416 � 512 � 26 FOV) were also

obtained.

Analysis of OEFR and Cortical Thickness
All ROIs made use of the Destrieux parcellations, aparc.a2009s�

aseg, obtained from recon-all in FreeSurfer (Linux GNU stable,

Version 5 20130513).12-14,17 Fully regional analyses used cortical

regions numbered 11101–11175 and 12101–12175 and cerebellar

regions 7, 8, 46, and 47 as discovered by recon-all and using ad-

ditional selection criteria detailed below. The FMRIB Linear Im-

age Registration Tool (FLIRT, Version 5; http://www.fmrib.

ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT)18 created coregistrations of all tracer

studies from PET onto FreeSurfer-generated T1.mgz images us-
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ing mutual information cost functions. The mri_segstats applica-

tion from FreeSurfer provided statistical results for all regions.

The regions provided sampling of emission counts directly from

O[15O] and H2[15O], both cortical and cerebellar, and OEFRs

were calculated from regional mean counts normalized by the

corresponding measurements in the cerebellum. All cerebellar re-

gions were bilaterally pooled according to patient identity to

avoid possible artifacts from crossed cerebellar diaschisis.

To increase the specificity of analysis, we manually classified

the Destrieux regions17 according to vascular territories previ-

ously reported by van der Zwan et al.19 van der Zwan et al had

empirically determined estimates of the volumetric extent of the

anterior, middle, and posterior cerebral arterial circulations by

injecting colored Araldite F mixtures (Kirkside Products, Os-

borne Park, Western Australia) into arterial sources of unfixed

human brains obtained at routine postmortem. The largest volu-

metric extent of the middle cerebral artery territory was identified

by visual inspection with Destrieux parcellations on the Montreal

Neurological Institute 305 atlas. By submitting a subset of

Destrieux region numbers 11101–11175 and 12101–12175 to

mri_segstats, we obtained estimates of OEFRs for 60 parcellations

per hemisphere most likely to correspond to the MCA territories.

All OEFR measurements were matched with cortical thickness

measurements from identical, coregistered sampling volumes in

the images; the correspondence was ensured throughout analyses

of regions, hemispheres, and patients. The PET data from histor-

ical, healthy control subjects did not include high-resolution

MPRAGE; consequently, the Montreal Neurological Institute 305

atlas was coregistered to the historical PET images, and mapped

Destrieux regions were subsequently sampled to obtain OEFRs.

Analysis with granularity for hemispheres facilitates compari-

son of this work with the limited number of existing cortical

thickness reports. Granularity for patient identity facilitates com-

parison with existing Moyamoya phenomenon case series. Thus,

measurements made on Destrieux regions for MCA territories

within a hemisphere were pooled by hemispheres and patient

identities and analyzed separately.

All registration results and OEFR calculations were individu-

ally reviewed as maps coregistered to T1.mgz anatomy as well as

surface inflation maps. Regions of cortical infarction noted in

clinical histories and MR imaging were marked for exclusion

from further analyses. Most artifacts identified in quality-con-

trol reviews were associated with infarcted areas previously

identified by exclusion criteria. All processing pipelines and

analyses were coded in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, Massachu-

setts) for reproducibility.

Statistical Analyses
The historical healthy control data solely provided confidence

intervals for estimating normal OEFR. T tests for differences of

regional OEFR between controls and patients with Moyamoya

phenomenon were 2-tailed and heteroscedastic because these

measurements were drawn from distinct studies, clinical catego-

ries, and subjects (ttest2 from Matlab R2017a). Generalized linear

mixed-effects models used normal priors without link functions

(fitglme from Matlab). Mixed-effect models appropriately de-

scribe the hierarchic covariance structures of measurements made

by regions, hemispheres, and subjects and the repeated measure-

ments necessarily made on hierarchic data. In this work, mixed-

effects models tested the OEFR, age, and sex as predictors of cor-

tical thickness.15,20 Intercepts, OEFR, age, and sex always had

fixed effects. Intercepts and OEFR were explored using Akaike

and Bayesian information criteria as random effects and grouped

by patient identity to account for covariance structures between

regions for a given patient. There were no other adjustments for

multiple measurements. The significance level was always 95%.

Analyses computed joint covariances of fixed effects and covari-

ance parameters and assessed the Hessian of the objective func-

tion at convergence. The maximum pseudolikelihood algorithm

estimated model parameters with 10 –100 iterations.

RESULTS
On-line Table 1 lists demographic, clinical, diagnostic, and treat-

ment results both from Derdeyn et al11 and this study. The natural

history study of 50 patients by Derdeyn et al used OEFRs in hemi-

spheres as a biomarker. This study examined a subset of 35 pa-

tients with technically adequate imaging, after imposing addi-

tional inclusion and exclusion criteria described in the Materials

and Methods, to enable FreeSurfer-based regional analyses. The

elevated regional OEFR in this study is defined to exceed the up-

per 95% confidence limit of regional OEFR measured in the con-

trol group of healthy subjects described in the Materials and

Methods and quantified below. Characteristics listed in On-line

Table 1 indicate the generalizability of these study results.

On-line Table 1 reports partitioning of patient census and

measurements into unilateral and bilateral Moyamoya phenom-

enon in the category of vasculopathy on angiography. Of 10 pa-

tients with unilateral Moyamoya phenomenon, only1 patient

did not have an elevated regional OEFR; however, the hemi-

sphere with Moyamoya phenomenon was excluded because of

resolved symptoms after surgical revascularization. Of 25 pa-

tients with bilateral Moyamoya disease, 3 had an elevated re-

gional OEFR.

Thirteen hemispheres in 13 patients were excluded from anal-

yses in accordance with predetermined criteria, described in the

Materials and Methods, applied to hemispheres. Of the remain-

der, 9 hemispheres in 9 patients were excluded for cortical infarc-

tion in the middle cerebral artery territory. Three hemispheres in

3 patients were excluded for basal ganglia hemorrhage. Three pa-

tients had prior surgical unilateral revascularization procedures.

One of these revascularized hemispheres was excluded for basal

ganglia hemorrhage; another hemisphere was excluded for ab-

sence of recurrent symptoms after surgical treatment. A total of 57

hemispheres in 35 patients were included in analyses.

Imaging OEFR and Cortical Thickness
Figure 1A–D shows regional OEFRs fused with T1 anatomy and

cortical thickness embedded in inflated surface maps for 4 pa-

tients randomly sampled from the patient cohort. Matlab func-

tion random-sampled patient identities following inclusion and

exclusion selections. Higher regional OEFR was associated with a

thinner cortex on visual inspection. However, venous sinuses and

adjacent regions with partial volume averaging have artifactually

elevated OEFRs arising from venous tracer activities because the

AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 39:2037– 44 Nov 2018 www.ajnr.org 2039



OEFR method does not correct for cerebral blood volumes. Re-

stricting analyses to MCA regions mitigates these artifacts. Figure

1E, -F demonstrates confounding artifacts in hemispheres with

infarction or hemorrhage. Anatomic pathology such as encepha-

lomalacia presented challenges to the parcellation algorithms in

FreeSurfer. Consequently, automated identifying of regions be-

FIG 1. Representative views of OEFRs averaged over Destrieux parcellations, T1-anatomy, and cortical thickness on inflated surface maps. A–D,
Four patients without infarction or hemorrhage were selected randomly from the patient cohort for visualization. E, This patient exemplifies the
rationale for excluding infarcted hemispheres. Extensive encephalomalacia distorts cortical parcellations and confounds calculations on cortical
and pial anatomy by FreeSurfer (arrows). F, This patient demonstrates paradoxically decreased OEFR around a region of infarction (arrows). The
validity and significance of such decreases near infarcted areas are unknown. Consequently, all hemispheres ipsilateral to infarctions or
hemorrhages were excluded. Modal color maps are identical for all subfigures and views.
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comes unreliable, and partial volume averaging with adjacent

nonviable tissues made OEFR estimates uninterpretable.

Distributions of OEFR and Cortical Thickness
A historical dataset of 15 healthy subjects provided 900 Destrieux

regions from MCA territories for use in estimating confidence

intervals for the normal range of OEFRs.15 The distribution of

OEFRs is shown in Fig 2A in blue. The mean OEFR was 0.995 with

95% CI, 0.776 –1.213, and values above 1.213 were considered

elevated. For patients with Moyamoya phenomenon, after inclu-

sion and exclusion selections, 3420 Destrieux MCA regions had

OEFRs distributed as shown in Fig 2A in orange. The mean OEFR

was 1.076 with 95% CI, 0.805–1.357. The 2-tailed t test rejects the

null hypothesis of equal means with unequal variances between

healthy controls and patients with 95% CI, 0.07– 0.090. For all

patients with Moyamoya phenomenon, the 3420 regions had cor-

tical thicknesses distributed according to Fig 2B with a mean of

2.49 � 0.01 mm SEM and 95% CI, 1.57–3.41. There were 376

hemodynamically impaired Moyamoya regions with elevated

OEFRs of �1.213; their cortical thicknesses had a mean of 2.34 �

0.02 mm SEM and 95% CI, 1.47–3.21. On-line Table 1 enumer-

ates how demographics, categoric clinical presentations, and an-

giographic confirmation of unilateral Moyamoya phenomena or

bilateral Moyamoya disease varied with respect to OEFR and

nominal elevations of OEFR.

Mixed-Effects Models
Figure 3 and On-line Table 2 detail results from generalized linear

mixed-effects models. For measurements with granularity for

Destrieux FreeSurfer regions within MCA territories, 3420 re-

gions had OEFRs ranging from 0.479 to 2.43; age, 25–72 years;

time from symptom onset to scanning from 0.1 to 87 months; and

cortical thickness ranging from 1.10 to 4.38 mm. The best model,

reported in the Wilkinson Notation in On-line Table 2, had 5

fixed-effects coefficients and 70 random-effects coefficients for

the intercept and OEFR for each patient grouping. The groupings

described interhemispheric covariance patterns computed with 4

parameters in full Cholesky form. For the Destrieux FreeSurfer

regions within MCA territories, OEFR and age were significant

predictors of cortical thickness at the 5% � level with P � .001.

After we removed the OEFR and time from onset to scanning

from the mixed model, only age was a significant predictor.

For measurements with granularity for hemispheres, 57 hemi-

spheres had OEFRs from 0.917 to 1.32 and cortical thickness from

1.94 to 2.81 mm. The best model had 35 random-effects coeffi-

cients for the intercept for each patient grouping and an isotropic

covariance pattern with 2 parameters. Only age was a significant

predictor of cortical thickness, regardless of whether OEFR or

time to scanning was included in the mixed model.

For measurements with granularity for patients (1 or 2 hemi-

spheres), 35 patients had an OEFR from 0.932 to 1.32 and cortical

thickness from 2.01 to 2.81 mm. In numeric analyses, the data did

not support any random effects. Only age was a significant pre-

dictor of cortical thickness regardless of inclusions of OEFR or

time to scanning in the mixed model.

DISCUSSION
The present data support the observation that cortical thickness is

reduced in chronic hemodynamic impairment.1,11,21 This study

aimed to maintain continuity with the larger body of cortical

thickness research, including the study of Moyamoya phenome-

non by Fierstra et al.1,21 Patients with Moyamoya phenomenon

from Fierstra et al, with steal phenomena before surgical revascu-

larization, had a hemispheric mean thickness of 2.40 � 0.03 mm

SEM. Patients with Moyamoya phenomenon in this study had

FreeSurfer regions characterized by increased OEF, and their

mean thickness was 2.34 � 0.02 mm SEM. However, this work

differs from the prior studies of Fierstra et al, in 3 important ways.

First, hemodynamic impairment in the previous studies was iden-

tified by regions that demonstrated paradoxically reduced blood

oxygen level– dependent signal after CO2 challenge (steal phe-

nomenon).1 Hemodynamic impairment in the present work was

identified by increased OEFRs. These 2 physiologies are funda-

mentally different, though both likely reflect responses to reduced

perfusion pressure or blood flow.2 Second, in the original 2010

study of Fierstra et al, all patients had unilateral occlusive disease,

and the comparison was made between brain regions with steal

FIG 2. A, Histogram of OEFR from Destrieux FreeSurfer regions within MCA vascular territories from 15 historically obtained healthy control
subjects. Superimposed is the histogram of OEFR from anatomically corresponding regions from 35 patients with Moyamoya phenomenon.
Following applying exclusion criteria, there are 900 regions from controls and 3420 regions from patients. B, Histogram of cortical thickness from
the same 3420 MCA regions in patients with Moyamoya phenomenon.
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phenomenon on the affected hemisphere and unaffected con-

tralateral regions with each patient serving as his or her own con-

trol.21 In the present analysis, we included patients with bilateral

and unilateral disease and idiopathic Moyamoya phenomenon.

Third, we used mixed-effects models to examine OEFR and cor-

tical thickness with explicit considerations for the hierarchy of

FreeSurfer regions, hemispheres, and patient identities. We also

selectively examined MCA territories, and included age, sex, and

time between symptom onset and scanning in our models.

We used values of OEFR from Destrieux parcellation regions

confined to MCA territories. Distal internal carotid occlusive dis-

ease was most likely to affect flow to these regions. We recognize

that patients in this series may have had greater flow reduction to

one or the other territory and some may have had posterior

cerebral artery involvement. Averaging over entire hemispheres

shifted the significance of regressions from OEFR and age to only

age, a well-studied predictor for cortical thickness.20 Diagnosis

and surgical treatment options for patients with Moyamoya phe-

nomenon may benefit from FreeSurfer-based regional measure-

ments of OEF, OEFR, or cortical thickness.

FIG 3. Plots of data arranged by granularity of measurements (FreeSurfer regions, hemispheres, patients) in columns and mappings of predictors
(OEFR, age, sex, and time from symptom onset to scanning) of cortical thickness in rows. For sex, male � 0 and female � 1. The color map
indicates patient identities. Lines of regression between model parameters and cortical thickness correspond to significant predictors. �
denotes the partial correlation coefficient between the plotted parameter and cortical thickness. The top-left panel excludes a data point with
OEFR � 0.479 and 4 data points with an OEFR of �2 to clarify the distribution of regional data with respect to OEFR and thickness. All plots
exclude regions and hemispheres ipsilateral to infarctions or hemorrhages as detailed in the Materials and Methods.
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Carotid disease and chronic hemodynamic impairment are

associated with reduced cognitive function. Subclinical stroke

represents the major potential confound for this association.22 In

baseline data from the Randomized Evaluation of Carotid Occlu-

sion and Neurocognition (RECON) study, Marshall et al23 re-

ported a strong association between increased OEF and reduced

baseline neurocognitive status. Patients with increased OEF on

study entry were much more likely to have neurocognitive im-

pairment than patients with a normal OEF.

Finally, there is good evidence that cortical thickness is dy-

namic.24,25 Increases in gray matter volume and cortical thickness

have been reported with learning new functions. These changes

can be measured within days and are postulated to reflect neuro-

nal changes, such as spine and synapse turnover,26 given the time

course.24 Changes in the microvasculature are possible (eg, re-

duced capillary density, vasoconstriction), but difficult to explain.

The associations of cortical thickness with age that we observed

are well-described and provide further evidence of the external

validity of our methods and observations; however, associations

of cortical thickness with sex are likely confounded by the pre-

dominance of women with Moyamoya phenomenon in our study

cohort.11,20,27,28 The alternative explanations for reduced cortical

thickness would generally not be reversible. These would include

selective neuronal loss, submillimeter cortical infarctions, and

white matter infarction leading to reduced cortical activity.

CONCLUSIONS
Our data support the hypothesis that chronic hemodynamic im-

pairment measured by PET is regionally associated with reduced

cortical thickness. The effects of regional chronic hemodynamic

impairment are significant and comparable with age for explain-

ing reduced cortical thickness; age is a well-studied predictor of

cortical thickness in healthy adults. Given the evidence from other

studies that cortical thickness decreases are reversible, it is possi-

ble that decreases reflect metabolic down-regulation that may, in

turn, be associated with reversible cognitive impairment. Future

studies that incorporate serial measurements of oxygen metabo-

lism and neuropsychological testing will be required to test these

hypotheses.

For enhanced reproducibility, analysis software, unit tests, and

summary data are provided at https://github.com/jjleewustledu/

Hemodynamic-Impairment-Measured-by-PET-is-Regionally-

Associated-with-Cortical-Thickness-in-Moyamoya.
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